Fluctuation scaling is observed phenomenon from complex networks through finance to ecology. It means that the variance and the mean of a specific quantity are related as˙σ 2 |n¸∝ n|A 2α with 1/2 ≥ α ≥ 1 when a parameter A (usually the system size) is varied. A can be the strength of the node, the capitalization of the firm or the area of the habitat. On the other hand, quantities often obey gap scaling meaning that their density function depends on, say, the system size A as P (n|A) = n −1 F (n/A Φ ). This note describes that these two notions cannot coexist except when α = 1. In this way one can empirically exclude the possibility of gap scaling in many complex systems including population dynamics, stock market fluctuations and Internet router traffic, where α < 1.
Fluctuation scaling is observed phenomenon from complex networks through finance to ecology. It means that the variance and the mean of a specific quantity are related as˙σ 2 |n¸∝ n|A 2α with 1/2 ≥ α ≥ 1 when a parameter A (usually the system size) is varied. A can be the strength of the node, the capitalization of the firm or the area of the habitat. On the other hand, quantities often obey gap scaling meaning that their density function depends on, say, the system size A as P (n|A) = n −1 F (n/A Φ ). This note describes that these two notions cannot coexist except when α = 1. In this way one can empirically exclude the possibility of gap scaling in many complex systems including population dynamics, stock market fluctuations and Internet router traffic, where α < 1. Scaling has a fundamental importance in statistical physics. It has found countless successful applications starting with critical phenomena [1] , but more recently also outside the classical domain of physics, for example in ecology [2] . The discovery of self-organized criticality [3] has even shown that in certain systems these features are not tied to a special, critical set of parameters, but they reflect the generic behavior. Mono-scaling or gap scaling (in contrast to multi-scaling) means that the probability distribution of a quantity n depends on the parameter A as
and this form can account for a number of observations about power law behavior in real systems. Another notion for complex systems originates from ecology where it is called Taylor's law, and it can be generally termed as fluctuation scaling. In 1961 Taylor [4] showed that for many species, when varying the habitat area A (a kind of system size) the variance σ 2 |A and the mean n|A of the population level are related as
This relationship constitutes one of the few quantitative laws with general validity in ecology. Since this work many observations showed that α is species specific and it is predominantly in the range 1/2 − 1, see Fig. 1 for examples [5, 6] . It can be shown that α = 1/2 and α = 1 are limiting cases. The former can be the consequence of the central limit theorem, while the latter is attributed to a kind of synchronization [7] . Moreover, Eq. (2) has been observed for a broad range of positive quantities ranging from Internet router traffic through web page visitations to the stock market [8, 9, 10] . In these cases A is -instead of habitat area -some other size-like parameter, such as the importance of the router/web page, or the capitalization of the stock. Often α = 1/2 or 1 were found but there exist numerous counterexamples as well: for the stock market [10] and for the Internet traffic [9] intermediate exponents were observed. Both gap scaling and fluctuation scaling characterize a large number of complex systems. Nevertheless, for the same quantity only one can be true except a special case: If a quantity shows both gap scaling and fluctuation scaling, then this automatically implies α = 1. One can reverse this argument: If for a quantity one finds the relationship Eq. (2), with α < 1 then it cannot exhibit gap scaling.
The proof is straightforward. Any moment of n can be calculated as
where "≃" denotes asymptotic equality and K q > 0.
From Eq. (3) it follows that
We combine Eqs. (2)- (4), eliminate A and find that now σ 2 |A ∝ n|A 2 , i.e., α = 1. The only possibility for the coexistence of gap scaling (1) and fluctuation scaling (2) with α < 1 is when the constant factor in the variance vanishes:
In this case the gap scaling form does not describe the variance, that is instead given by the next order (correction) terms. Nevertheless, even if it is so, the leading order of the variance is still zero, and consequently F is proportional to a Dirac-delta:
This case is pathological, and it is usually not considered as scaling. The conclusion: If a quantity shows gap scaling with a scaling function which is not fully degenerate (not a Dirac-delta), it must follow α = 1. For example, in ecology there do exist species with α ≈ 1, for which a gap scaling form of the probability density of n could be valid. However, this value is by no means universal (cf. Fig. 1 and Ref. [4] ). Similarly, α < 1 was observed for Internet router traffic [8] or the traded value on stock markets [10] . These quantities cannot have a gap scaling form. Along the same lines it is possible to show that even the assumption of multiscaling leads to α = 1, and so multiscaling can also be ruled out in cases when α < 1.
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